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- **Who we are**
  - Garry Shafovaloff, DOD DACM
  - Karen Clougherty, Deputy DACM
  - Jonathan Higgins, Jay Boller, Art
    McCormick – Industry/non-DOD support

- **What we do**

- **Demo Tool – Continuous Learning Tracking**
Continuous Learning Policy
Component Responsibilities

- Continuous Learning Policy for the Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics WF (13 September, 2002)
  - Set a goal of 40 Continuous Learning Points (CLPs) each year and a mandatory requirement of 80 CLPs every 2 years
  - Required record keeping to enable a future data transfer into enterprise wide systems
Features of the ACQTAS CL System

- Allows students to request Continuous Learning Points for any event
  - Completion of DAU certification courses are automatically captured
- CL Point Requests submitted by students are sent to their supervisors for final approval
- Students are sent emails as reminders if they are not “on pace” to meet their 80 point CL requirement
- Students who have met the 80 point requirement can print certificates of Achievement
Live Demo of System

- Internet site: https://www.atrrs.army.mil/channels/acqtascl
- Any Questions?